/(«= [f(expX)e-M <*> x >dX.
Jn One has that ƒ -• ƒ is an isomorphism from S^{N) onto J?^(n*). For D € <5^*(A0, D is defined on ^(n*) by (D, f) = (Dj o log), where log denotes the inverse of exp.
Let Ad* denote the coadjoint representation of N on n*. A tempered distribution D on n* is said to be Ad*-invariant if (Z>, ƒ o Ad* x) = (JO, ƒ ) for all x G N and ƒ G J?^(n*). A tempered distribution D on N is said to be bi-invariant if (D,x x 
and l x f{y) = f{x~1y) for all x,y G N. A straightforward computation shows that an element D G S^{N) is bi-invariant if and only if D is Ad*-invariant.
Let JKS^{N) denote the space of continuous endomorphisms on S^{N) that commute with both right and left translations by elements of N. As in the Euclidean case, one has that for each E G ^&5*{N) there is a DE G <5?* (N) such that E f = DE * ƒ, where, as before,
Let PB}?(n*) denote the space of smooth, Ad*-invariant functions defined on n* with polynomial bounds on all derivatives. This space is topologized using the seminorms Vij defined on PB^(n*) by !/«,(*)= SUP 8Up|^(0|/(l + ||f|| 2 )*, where d a denotes the standard differential operator corresponding to the multi-index a, and some fixed basis of n*. A sequence {E n } C ^5^(iV)
THEOREM A. The mapping Jt&*(N) -> PBfî(n*): E -> D E is a homeomorphism and an algebra isomorphism, the products being composition on ^5^{N) and pointwise multiplication on PB^(n*).
For f G n*, let 7r^ denote the irreducible unitary representation of N that corresponds to the Ad*-orbit of £ by the Kirillov theory. For 0 G PJ3£p(n*), let De be the tempered distribution on N with Fourier transform 0.
THEOREM B. For 6 e P£^(n*), ƒ G S*(N), and £ G n*,
*i(De*f)=0(l;)7rz(f).
As an application of these results, we consider the question of local solvability. Recall that a left invariant differential operator L on N is said to be locally solvable if there is an open set U C N such that C?>{U) C L(C°°(E/)).
Let o(£) denote the Ad*-orbit in n* that contains £, and having fixed a norm on n*, set |o(£)| = inf{||f'||: £' G o(£)}. Suppose that N contains a discrete, cocompact subgroup T. Then L 2 (r\iV) is a direct sum of subspaces ^ such that the restriction to ^ of right translation is a finite multiple of 7T£. We denote by (T\N) § the elements of N appearing in this decomposition that are in general position.
THEOREM C. Let L be a left invariant differential operator on N. Suppose that for each TTÇ G (T\N) §, ^(L) has a bounded right inverse Ac on^, and that the norm of A^ is bounded by a polynomial in |o(£)|. Then L is locally solvable.
The proof of Theorem A requires the introduction of somewhat more general spaces. Let / bea subspace of the center of /*, and let À G /*. We define the unitary character xx on H := exp(/^) by XA(expX) = e 2 ™( x,x \ and denote by S^{N/H^xx) the space of all smooth functions ƒ defined on N such that f(xy) = Xx{y)f(x) f<> r all z G iV, y G üT, and such that ƒ o exp|^ G <5^(>^), where / is a complement to / in /i. The topology of <9*(N/H, xx) is defined by requiring that the mapping ƒ -• ƒ o expj^ be a homeomorphism. Define P x : S^{N) ^^{N/H.XX) by
P\ is an open surjection and thus its adjoint PJ is an isomorphism of ^iV/tf,XA)into^*(JV).
Let d 1 -be the annihilator of d in /**. For À € /^* (identified as a subspace of /**), there is a natural Schwartz space on d 1 -+ A, ^{d 1 -+ A), given by composing elements of 5^{d L ) with translation by -A. Considering S*{N /H,x\) and ^{X 1 -+ A) as subspaces of <9>*{N) and <S**(/**) respectively, the Fourier transform is defined on these spaces and one has that ƒ -• f is an isomorphism of ^ (N/H, xx) onto ^{d The proof of Theorem B follows along the usual induction argument lines with the Plancherel Theorem being used to reduce the dimension.
